









Abstract 

According to Mufti Abduh, Islam does not believe in the slavish

imitation of traditions rather it emphasizes the use of intelligence,

seeking knowledge and the expression of thought. This was the

reason that made his followers called him a sage, a reviewer of

religion and a reforming leader.Abduh positively held close to the 

ideas of modernity which principally geared to the progression of

Muslim society. As far as Islam is concerned, his ideology was

largely stranded in rationalism, liberalism, nationalism and

universalism. The practice of Islam is essentially rooted in

ontological ground of rational and logical truth and its teaching is

patent and clear for common understanding and conception. He

molded essential framework for restructuring and reforming which 

heralded for change and supporting a more modern conception of

Islam that consequently believed in to enlighten cherished classical

Islamic traditions and ideas. The struggle represents Mufti Abduh's

stand for revival of Islamic principles in contemporary society, and

renaissance of Islam in political the growth of free will and the

scenario. Key words: Traditionalism, Liberalism, Mufti Abduh                          
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